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Abstract: Lithium aluminum chloride layered double hydroxide ([Li-Al-Cl] LDH) sorbents 22 

selectively recover lithium from geothermal brines, paving the way for increased domestic 23 

production of lithium for rechargeable batteries. In this work, cryogenic heat capacity 24 

measurements (Cp) were performed from 1.8 to 300 K on several undoped and Fe-doped [Li-Al-25 

Cl] LDH samples with a generalized compositions Li1-xAl2(OH)6Cl1-x (undoped) and LixFeyAl2-26 

y(OH)6Clx (Fe-doped). Thermodynamic functions were generated from these measurements, and 27 

values of S°298.15 are reported based on both the Cp measurements and configurational entropy 28 

(S°config) arising from positional disorder in the layered structure. These results are combined 29 

with previous enthalpy of formation (ΔH°f) measurements to calculate the Gibbs energy of 30 

formation (ΔG°f) for the samples. In these samples, a higher water content results in a less 31 

negative ΔG°f when doped and undoped samples are considered separately. Limited iron 32 

substitution for aluminum results in the most negative ΔG°f, but a larger dopant amount 33 

destabilizes the LDH structure. One of the samples had an anomaly in the heat capacity from 210 34 

to 300 K, which is likely related to movement of water in the structure due to the large H2O/Cl− 35 

ratio and the presence of vacancies in the interlayer where H2O resides. This indicates that the 36 

interactions between these species in the interlayer play an important role in stabilizing the LDH 37 

structure, and this effect should be further studied using different water/anion ratios. 38 
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Introduction 42 

As lithium-ion batteries become increasingly prevalent in technology, novel methods of 43 

lithium extraction are needed to meet the increasing demand for lithium (Grosjean et al., 2012). 44 

Lithium has typically been obtained through mining lithium ores, and there are continuing efforts 45 

to develop simple and inexpensive methods for the recovery of lithium from natural sources. 46 

Researchers are beginning to explore the possible extraction of lithium from aqueous sources 47 

such as geothermal brines because these natural sources contain an almost unlimited supply of 48 

lithium, albeit in low concentrations (Li et al., 2018). A variety of sorbent materials with ion 49 

exchange properties are currently under investigation for use in lithium extraction (Ventura et al., 50 

2018). Any viable sorbent must show a high selectivity for Li+ over Na+ and K+, as both are 51 

more abundant than Li+ in these brines (Paranthaman et al., 2017). Layered double hydroxides 52 

containing lithium and chloride, denoted as [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs, are potential materials for Li+ ion 53 

capture because of their strong preference for lithium over larger alkali ions, low cost, 54 

environmental friendliness, potential scalability, and easy regeneration (Paranthaman et al., 55 

2017). 56 

LDHs are anionic clays with a structure derived from aluminum hydroxide Al(OH)3. The 57 

Al(OH)3 structure comprises closely packed hydroxyl ions in which 2/3 of the octahedral sites in 58 

alternating layers are occupied by Al3+ ions, resulting in a stacking of charge neutral layers 59 

having the composition [Al2/31/3(OH)2] (=cation vacancy). In [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs, Li+ fills these 60 

vacancies and gives rise to positively charged layers having the composition [Al2/3Li1/3(OH)2]1/3+ 61 

(Poeppelmeier and Hwu, 1987). To restore charge neutrality, anions are incorporated in between 62 

these metal-hydroxide layers into an interlayer along with water. This yields a class of Al(OH)3-63 

based LDHs with general formula [LixAl2(OH)6][An−]x/n·mH2O (x ≤ 1), where the An− may be 64 
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OH−, Cl−, Br−, CO3
2−, NO3

−, SO4
2−, and so on (Paranthaman et al., 2019; Serna et al., 1982). 65 

Unlike in II-III LDHs, where cation ordering was corroborated only recently by experimental 66 

evidence and structure refinements (Jayanthi and Kamath, 2013; Jayanthi et al., 2015; Jayanthi 67 

and Kamath, 2016; Radha et al., 2014), there is abundant evidence from laboratory and 68 

synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction (Thiel et al., 1993), neutron powder diffraction 69 

(Besserguenev et al., 1997), and 14Al MAS NMR spectra (Hou and Kirkpatrick, 2001) indicating 70 

that [LiAl2(OH)6]+ units have an ordered array of cations in the metal-hydroxide layer. [Li-Al-71 

Cl] LDHs have, therefore, a generalized formula of LixAl2(OH)6Clx where 0 < x < 1. [Li-Al-Cl] 72 

LDHs can also be doped with Fe3+ if they are synthesized in the presence of goethite. The 73 

generalized formula of these doped LDHs is LixFeyAl2-y(OH)6Clx. 74 

 [Li-Al-Cl] LDH is the only material in the LDH family in which delithiation was found 75 

to occur (Hou and Kirkpatrick, 2001; Paranthaman et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019). Ab initio 76 

molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations showed that this process occurs due to the dynamics of 77 

Li+ motion above ~450 K, while the [Al2(OH)6] host layers remain stable up to 1100 K. The 78 

calculated large value of the Li+ diffusion coefficient D, ∼ 3.13 × 10−5 cm2/s, at 500 K and the 79 

high stability of the [Al2(OH)6] framework suggest a potential application of the partially 80 

delithiated [LixAl2(OH)6Clx] (0 < x < 1) as a sorbent of lithium from geothermal brine (Zhang et 81 

al., 2019), suggesting a new lithium extraction route. Recently, [Li-Al-Cl] LDH was found to 82 

recover 91% of Li+ from geothermal brine in a single step, with high selectivity over Na+ and K+ 83 

(Paranthaman et al., 2019; Paranthaman et al., 2017).  84 

Keeping in view the compositional flexibility of the Al(OH)3 based LDHs, [Li-Al] LDHs 85 

with variable Li/Al ratios can be envisaged. When the Li/Al ratio is > 0.5, a layer of composition 86 

[Li1+xAl2-x(OH)6](1-2x)+ can be formulated, where the layer charge is lower than that found in the 87 
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compound of stoichiometric composition. When the Li/Al ratio is < 0.5, two possibilities arise: 88 

either the layers acquire the composition [Li1-xxAl2(OH)6](1-x)+ or the layers acquire the 89 

composition [Li1-xAl2+x(OH)6](1+2x)+. In the former case, the layer charge is lower than in the 90 

compound of stoichiometric composition, while in the latter case it is higher (Rajamathi et al., 91 

2001). Given the structural complexity and compositional flexibility of [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs, 92 

understanding the fundamental chemistry and thermodynamics of these materials is essential to 93 

characterizing and improving their ion exchange capabilities. 94 

Despite extensive research centered on LDH synthesis, application, and polytypism, little 95 

is known about their thermodynamic stability, which, in the long run, controls cycling life and 96 

lithium recovery efficiency (Li et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019a; Wu et al., 2019b). In our previous 97 

works (Wu et al., 2019a; Wu et al., 2019b), we estimated the formation enthalpies of Fe-doped 98 

and undoped [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs by considering them as binary mixtures of lithium chloride, 99 

gibbsite, and water for undoped LDHs and with goethite, for Fe-doped LDHs. These studies 100 

demonstrated the role of the dopant Fe3+ and ordered water in increasing the thermodynamic 101 

stability of the LDH (Wu et al., 2019a; Wu et al., 2019b). In this work, we present a complete 102 

thermodynamic study of selected [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs. Low-temperature heat capacity (Cp) 103 

measurements were used to obtain standard entropies (S°298.15) of Fe-doped and undoped [Li-Al-104 

Cl] LDHs. These S°298.15 were used to calculate entropies of formation (ΔS°f) which, in 105 

combination with enthalpy of formation data (ΔH°f) obtained from our previous reports (Wu et 106 

al., 2019a; Wu et al., 2019b), yield the Gibbs energies of formation (ΔG°f) presented in this 107 

work. These S°298.15 and ΔG°f provide insights into the stability of [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs as a function 108 

of their water content and dopant concentration.   109 

Experimental Methods 110 
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Synthesis and characterization (including powder x-ray diffraction, inductively coupled 111 

plasma-optical emission spectroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry, and thermogravimetry 112 

measurements) of these LDHs were performed previously (Wu et al., 2019a; Wu et al., 2019b). 113 

Because the degree of hydration in LDHs depends on the age of the sample and the humidity of 114 

the atmosphere in which they were stored, water content was remeasured using a Mettler Toledo 115 

TGA/DSC 1 STARe System prior to further measurement. Approximately 5–30 mg of sample 116 

were heated from 303 to 1273 K at 10 K/min in helium atmosphere. The temperature of 973 K 117 

was chosen as the cutoff for calculating water content because, at this temperature, all of the 118 

TGA curves were at a plateau before lithium loss occurs above 1023K (Wu et al., 2019b). The 119 

uncertainty of the balance is 0.1 μg. TGA curves are given in Figure S1, and percentage mass 120 

loss (at 973 K) and water contents based on these curves are given in Table 1. 121 

The Li and Cl content in LDH 1 is unexpectedly high and gives a Li/Al ratio of 0.68 122 

without a reduction in the amount of Al. This suggests there may be a secondary phase of LiCl 123 

present. Therefore, we remeasured this sample using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) to check 124 

for the presence of an LiCl secondary phase (PXRD measurements have previously been 125 

performed on all samples (Wu et al., 2019a; Wu et al., 2019b)). The results from this 126 

measurement, given in Figure S2, show evidence of a LiCl secondary phase, and thus we report 127 

the composition of LDH 1 to be LiAl2(OH)6Cl·3.20H2O·0.36LiCl instead of the previously 128 

reported formula of Li1.36Al2(OH)6Cl1.36·3.26H2O. (Note that the water content was requantified 129 

prior to heat capacity measurements.) 130 

Heat capacity measurements were performed with a Quantum Design Physical Property 131 

Measurement System (PPMS) in zero magnetic field from 1.8 to 300 K. Each sample was 132 

prepared according to a method devised for measuring the heat capacities of insulating powders 133 
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(Shi et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2010). Approximately 12 mg of each sample was enclosed in a 134 

copper cup (0.025 mm thick, 99.999% purity from Alfa Aesar). A small copper coil was also 135 

inserted into each cup to ensure uniform heating throughout the sample (Rosen and Woodfield, 136 

2020). After being pressed into a pellet, each sample was attached to the sample holder using a 137 

small amount of Apiezon N grease and placed in the PPMS. An addenda measurement was 138 

performed before each measurement to account for the Cp of the sample holder and the grease. 139 

This method has an estimated accuracy of ± 2% below 10 K and ± 1% from 10 to 300 K. 140 

Samples were measured under vacuum, and we assume water loss was negligible. For LDH 1, 141 

calculated heat capacity of the LiCl secondary phase based on measurements done by Shirley 142 

(1960) was subtracted off to yield Cp for just the LDH. This secondary LiCl phase is most likely 143 

present as a hydrate on these samples, which would increase the heat capacity we need to 144 

subtract off, but we cannot differentiate between water associated with the LiCl secondary phase 145 

and with the LDH. We assume, therefore, that the secondary phase in this sample behaves as 146 

anhydrous LiCl. This assumption does increase the error of LDH 1 although it is difficult to 147 

quantify this increase. 148 

Results 149 

As seen in the TGA curves, water comes off the LDHs in several steps. Physically 150 

absorbed water first comes off below 423 K. Chemically bound water intercalated in the 151 

interlayer then comes off next between 423–523 K (Wu et al., 2019b). The mass loss at 523–152 

623 K corresponds to dehydroxylation (Besserguenev et al., 1997). The mass loss above 1023 K 153 

is associated with further sample decomposition. Wu et al. (2019) reported this same general 154 

pattern of steps for water loss in [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs, and they correlated the high temperature mass 155 

loss with the loss of lithium as Li2O (Wu et al., 2019b). 156 
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The measured Cp data are given per mole in Tables S1-S5 and presented in Figure 1 157 

(LDH 1, 2, 4, and 5) and Figure 2 (LDH 3). LDH 3 is featured separately for clarity. There are 158 

several notable features in these measurements. First, there is a broad anomaly in the heat 159 

capacity of LDH 3 from approximately 210 to 300 K. Second, the low temperature heat 160 

capacities of LDH 4 and LDH 5, which both contain Fe3+, flatten out rather than approach zero 161 

below 3 K. This is apparently due to the Fe3+ dopant giving rise to a Schottky anomaly, further 162 

discussed below. Finally, the heat capacities of the three undoped LDHs have approximately the 163 

same magnitude, while the Fe3+-doped LDHs have significantly lower heat capacities. 164 

Discussion 165 

Heat capacity curve fitting 166 

To gain further information from the heat capacity measurements, the measured Cp were 167 

fit using theoretical functions in two distinct temperature regions (T < 11 K and T > 40 K), and 168 

an orthogonal polynomial was used as a smooth transition between the two regions. These fits 169 

are shown with the experimental data in Figure 1 and Figure 2.  170 

Below 10 K, the Cp of the undoped LDHs (LDH 1, LDH 2, and LDH 3) are represented by: 171 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚 = 𝛾𝑇 + 𝐵3𝑇3 + 𝐵5𝑇5 + 𝐵7𝑇7   (1) 172 

where , B3, B5, and B7 are constants obtained from fitting the data, and these parameters are 173 

given in Tables S6. The B3T3, B5T5, and B7T7 terms represent the lattice contribution to the Cp 174 

(Gopal, 1966; Majzlan et al., 2003; Shi et al., 2011). A linear term,  T, is usually seen in 175 

conductors to represent electronic heat capacity; however, these materials are insulators. In 176 

insulators, a linear term can account for lattice vacancies or for lattice impurities (Neilsen et al., 177 
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2020; Schliesser et al., 2015). In these LDHs samples, there can be vacancies in both the metal-178 

hydroxide layers and interlayers, so it seems likely that these give rise to the linear term. 179 

 Substitution of Fe3+ into the metal-hydroxide layer of the doped LDHs, LDH 4 and 180 

LDH 5, results in Schottky anomalies in the low temperature heat capacity of these two samples. 181 

These Schottky anomalies arise due to the splitting of the paramagnetic moment of the Fe3+ 182 

nuclei into a non-degenerate system of energy levels (Shi et al., 2011; Cooke et al., 1956), and 183 

we expect to see this anomaly as a small peak in the heat capacity below 10 K. Due to the 184 

temperature range of our measurements, we see this as a slight upturn below 2 K (see Figure 3). 185 

This upturn is similar to the Schottky anomaly in the heat capacity of FeOOH·0.027H2O (Snow 186 

et al., 2013), the same compound used as the source of the Fe3+ dopant in these samples.  To 187 

account for this, LDH 4 and LDH 5 were fit using Eq. 1 with an added Schottky term taking the 188 

form: 189 

𝐶𝑠𝑐ℎ = 𝑛𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑅 (
 𝜃

𝑇
)

2
𝑔

exp(𝜃 𝑇⁄ )

[1+𝑔 exp(𝜃 𝑇⁄ )]2    (2) 190 

where nsch represents the number of nuclei contributing to the anomaly, g represents the 191 

degeneracy of the system, and  is the energy gap between the energy levels in K. The 192 

parameters used to fit LDH 4 and LDH 5 below 10 K are given in Table S7. Because a rigorous 193 

analysis of this anomaly is beyond the scope of this paper, the simplest possible model (a two-194 

level system) was used. The resulting fit matches the data well and is sufficient for the purpose 195 

of calculating thermodynamic functions from the Cp data.  196 

The medium temperature regions were fit to 8th order orthogonal polynomials, which do 197 

not have a theoretical basis but are used to provide a smooth overlap between the low and high 198 

temperature functions (Justice, 1969): 199 

𝐶p,m = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑇𝑖8
𝑖=0  (3) 200 
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The polynomial coefficient values, ai, are also given in Tables S6-7.  201 

Heat capacities in the high temperature region were fit to a combination of Debye and 202 

Einstein functions, which represent the contribution of lattice vibrations at higher temperatures: 203 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚 = 𝑚 ∙ 𝐷(Θ𝐷 𝑇⁄ ) + 𝑛1 ∙ 𝐸(Θ𝐸1 𝑇⁄ ) +  𝐴𝑇   (4) 204 

where D(ΘD/T) is a Debye function, E(ΘE1/T) is an Einstein function, and m and n1 represent the 205 

number of Debye or Einstein oscillators with characteristic temperatures of ΘD and ΘE1 206 

respectively (Gopal, 1966). The linear term, A, included in this equation acts as a correction 207 

between the Cv modeled by the Debye and Einstein functions and the Cp measured here. This 208 

equation was used to fit all the LDH samples except LDH 3.  209 

LDH 3 exhibits a transition in the heat capacity between 210 and 300 K separate from the 210 

lattice heat capacity; therefore, it required a different fitting approach. Because Debye and 211 

Einstein functions only model lattice heat capacity, a fit of the LDH 3 lattice was generated using 212 

data from 53.08 K to 201.65 K using a sum of one Debye function and one Einstein function. 213 

This fit was extrapolated up to 300 K to represent the smoothed lattice heat capacity (included in 214 

Figure 2), and values for ΘD, ΘE, m, and n for this fit are included in Table S6. 215 

To calculate the thermodynamic values of the transition in LDH 3, values from the Cp fit 216 

of the lattice from 210 K to 300 K were subtracted from a cubic spline fit of the measured Cp. 217 

The calculated enthalpy of the transition from our data up to 300 K is 1.072 ± 0.02 kJ∙mol−1, and 218 

the entropy is 4.20 ± 0.08 J∙mol−1∙K−1. Because the transition does not seem to be complete at 219 

300 K, a linear segment with the same slope as the spline at 300 K was used to approximate the 220 

high T region of the transition (up to 310 K), and this was used to calculate the total enthalpy and 221 

entropy of the transition. The calculated enthalpy of the transition using this additional 222 
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extrapolation is 1.13 ± 0.02 kJ∙mol−1, and the entropy is 4.40 ± 0.09 J∙mol−1∙K−1. 223 

Thermodynamic functions from the spline fit are included from 210 K to 300 K in Table S10.  224 

Because LDH 3 had a composition similar to those of the other samples, the presence of a 225 

transition is somewhat surprising. Transitions in this region in Cp measurements often result from 226 

the movement of water inside a structure (Hemingway and Robie, 1984), so it seems likely that 227 

the transition in LDH 3 is also related to water movement. Previous studies have shown that 228 

water molecules in the interlayer are in an intermediate state between liquid and solid (Allada et 229 

al., 2005), and studies on similar LDH samples showed that the water is not localized in an ice-230 

like state but possesses some rotational freedom in the interlayer, which means some water 231 

molecules are strongly bound and some are loosely held in the LDH (Radha et al., 2014). LDH 3 232 

does not have the highest water content, but it does have a higher water to anion ratio in the 233 

interlayer than any of the other samples. (Note that while LDH 1 nominally has the largest 234 

water/anion ratio in the interlayer, this ratio is likely smaller due to possible hydration of the 235 

LiCl secondary phase.) Structural studies have shown that as water is added to the interlayer of 236 

[Li-Al-Cl] LDHs, it first forms hydration spheres around the anions and then hydrogen bonds 237 

with the hydroxyl groups on different metal-hydroxide layers (Radha et al., 2014). In this case, a 238 

higher water/anion ratio could result in more loosely bound water, not incorporated in hydration 239 

spheres, that can move between interstitial sites. This movement at temperatures above 200 K 240 

could give rise to a transition when the water/anion ratio is sufficiently high, as in LDH 3. Note 241 

that the presence of vacancies in the interlayer may also play an important role in this transition. 242 

As discussed below, LDH 3 has vacancies in the interlayer, while LDH 1 and LDH 2 do not. 243 

However, LDH 4 and LDH 5 also have vacancies but exhibit no transition in their high 244 

temperature heat capacities. This suggests that although the presence of vacancies may be 245 
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required for this transition to occur, the presence of vacancies by itself is not enough to cause a 246 

transition.  247 

Standard Entropy Calculations 248 

In the absence of electronic and magnetic effects, the standard entropy of a solid (S°298.15) 249 

is given as the sum of the vibrational and configurational contributions, S°298.15 = S°vib + S°config. 250 

In this equation, the vibrational (lattice) entropy of the LDHs is calculated from the Cp as 251 

follows: 252 

 𝑆vib
∘ = ∫

𝐶𝑝

𝑇
𝑑𝑇

𝑇

0
      (5) 253 

where Cp is the heat capacity. The vibrational entropies (S°vib) at 298.15 K calculated from the 254 

measured Cp are also reported in Table 2 for all the [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs  255 

In addition to vibrational entropy, S°vib, which is calculated from the Cp measurement and 256 

given in Table 2, these LDHs also have configurational entropy, S°config, which arises due to 257 

disordered arrangements of cations, vacancies, anions, and water that further stabilize the LDH 258 

structure. S°config can be calculated using a model of two sub-lattices: the metal-hydroxide layer 259 

and the interlayer. The calculation provided here is modified from the S°config calculation used by 260 

Poonoosamy et al. (2018). The metal-hydroxide layer consists of the Al(OH)3 structure with Li+ 261 

occupying some vacant sites and Fe3+ substituting into some Al3+ sites in the doped LDHs. The 262 

interlayer contains a random arrangement of Cl–, H2O, and vacancies. For Li/Al ratio < 0.5, the 263 

vacancy concentration in the metal-hydroxide layer (VMHL) can be calculated using equations (6) 264 

and (7) for doped and undoped LDHs.    265 

  VMHL = 3 – x – y                       (6) 266 
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   VMHL = 3 – x – y– z                                                         (7) 267 

where x, y, and z are moles of Li+, Al3+ and Fe3+. In undoped LDHs, Li+ occupies the vacant sites 268 

and the Al3+ sites can be occupied by Al3+. Therefore, the configurational entropy of the metal-269 

hydroxide layer in undoped LDHs with Li/Al ratio < 0.5 is given as:  270 

                          S°config, MHL = – RNT[XLilnXLi + XVLlnXVL]                                       (8) 271 

where R is the gas constant 8.314 J·mol-1·K-1, NT is the total moles of the mixing species, and XLi 272 

and XVL are the mole fractions of Li+ and vacancies in these sites. 273 

 In doped LDHs, the configurational entropy arising from Li+ - vacancy disorder is 274 

calculated using Eq. 8, but because either Al3+ or Fe3+ can occupy the Al3+ sites, an additional 275 

term is added to S°config: 276 

                       S°config, MHL = – RNT[XAllnXAl + XFelnXFe]                                       (9) 277 

where XAl and XFe are the mole fractions of Al3+ and Fe3+ in these sites. Eq. 8 and 9 contribute to 278 

S°config,MHL in doped LDHs.  279 

The configurational entropy of the interlayer is based on the number of vacant sites, 280 

anion sites, and water sites, assuming they are closely packed. For LDHs with (Cl–+H2O) < 3, 281 

the fraction of vacant sites (VIL) in the interlayer, is calculated as: 282 

                                                       VIL  = 3 – n – m                                                            (10) 283 

where n and m are the moles of Cl– and H2O, respectively. The S°config,IL is given as:  284 

   S°config,IL = – RNT[XAlnXA + XWlnXW + XVIlnXVI]                                (11) 285 
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where XA, Xw, and XVI are the mole fractions of Cl–, H2O, and vacancies in the interlayer. While 286 

the number of vacancies can be determined using Eq. 10, the LDH structure can easily 287 

accommodate excess water. Water molecules along with anions play a major role in holding the 288 

metal-hydroxide layers intact and thus stabilizing the LDH structure. In the case of (Cl–+H2O) > 289 

3, we take the vacancy concentration to be zero. Thus, the calculation of S°config,IL does not 290 

include the XVI term in Eq. 11 and NT is the sum of Cl– and H2O in the sample. 291 

While these calculations provide a useful approximation for S°config, there are some 292 

limitations and exceptions. Equations (8), (9), and (11) represent a maximum S°config, and any 293 

ordering in the metal-hydroxide layer would diminish this contribution (Poonoosamy et al., 294 

2018). Another issue is that LDH 2 has an Li/Al ratio > 0.5, indicating an excess of Li+ and Cl– 295 

likely present as a LiCl secondary phase. Since the excess Li+ and Cl– in LDH 2 is small, it was 296 

assumed for simplicity that all the Li+ and Cl– is inside the metal-hydroxide layer and interlayer 297 

respectively, and the vacancy concentrations for both were taken to be zero. The Li/Al ratio in 298 

LDH 1 is 0.5, and we likewise assume that there are no vacancies in this sample. Therefore, in 299 

LDH 1 and LDH 2, S°config,MHL is taken to be zero since the vacant sites are completely filled 300 

with Li+ and the Al3+ sites are only occupied by Al3+. 301 

The calculated S°config values were added to S°vib values from the heat capacity 302 

measurements to give S°298.15, given in Table 2. Overall, the calculated S°298.15 values increase 303 

with increasing water content in the interlayer (Figure 4). The chloride and water molecules are 304 

assumed to be randomly located in the interlayer region with large site degeneracy due to 305 

positional disorder in the interlayer (Besserguenev et al., 1997). This pattern generally holds 306 

when the doped and undoped LDHs are considered separately, and the only exception is LDH 3. 307 

LDH 3 has significantly higher S°config than expected since it has lower water content than LDH 308 
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2. This is due to the three species (Cl–, H2O, and vacancies) included in the S°config calculation for 309 

the interlayer in LDH 3 as opposed to the two species (Cl– and H2O) included in the calculation 310 

for the interlayer in LDH 1 and LDH 2. In addition, LDH 3 has a higher S°vib than LDH 2 due to 311 

the presence of the heat capacity anomaly.  312 

Thermodynamic calculations 313 

The heat capacity fits in Tables S6 and S7 were used to calculate ΔT̥Sm, ΔT̥Hm, and m, 314 

given in Tables S8 – S12. ΔS°f was calculated as the entropy difference between the single cation 315 

components listed in Table S15 and the S°298.15 of the undoped/doped LDH phases. The ΔS°f 316 

determined was used to calculate the ΔG°f values. ΔS°f and ΔG°f were calculated for all the [Li-317 

Al-Cl] LDHs from binary oxides, ox-hydroxides, and hydroxides at T = 298.15 K, and these 318 

values, along with the respective ΔH°f used for the calculations, are summarized in Tables 2 319 

(from oxides) and S13 (from ox-hydroxides and hydroxides). 320 

The reported enthalpies are based on dissolution enthalpies measured in our previous 321 

work (ΔHdissol) (Wu et al., 2019a; Wu et al., 2019b). Because the dissolution enthalpy of liquid 322 

water in 5 N HCl solution is small, it was neglected in our previous calculations. However, in 323 

this paper, we have included the ΔHdissol of water based on TGA measurements reported here in 324 

all our calculations (Table 1). The formation enthalpies (ΔH°f,ox, ΔH°f,ox-hyd, and ΔH°f,hyd) in 325 

Tables 2 and S13 were recalculated using the adjusted ΔHdissol values in Table 1 and the 326 

thermochemical cycle in Table S14. Note that LDHs have S°config while the binary components do 327 

not, and this increased disorder helps to stabilize the LDH structure.  328 

In terms of ΔG°f, the order of stability is: LDH 5 > LDH 3 > LDH 2 > LDH 4 > LDH 1. 329 

This trend inversely follows the water contents of the samples if the Fe-doped and undoped 330 
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LDHs are considered separately. However, due to the number of competing factors, such as the 331 

dopant concentration, the presence of a LiCl secondary phase, and the anomaly in the LDH 3 332 

heat capacity, it is difficult to say for certain whether this trend can be generalized to other 333 

compositions.  334 

The ΔG°f calculations reported here support the findings in our previous studies (Wu et 335 

al., 2019a; Wu et al., 2019b) that a small amount of iron doping significantly increases LDH 336 

stability, with LDH 5 having the most negative ΔG°f value (Tables 2 and S13). This also aligns 337 

with previous studies on the structural stability of LDHs that have shown Fe3+ LDHs to have 338 

greater thermodynamic stability than Al3+ (Boclair and Braterman, 1999). Despite the increase in 339 

S°298.15 with higher dopant content, a higher level of Fe3+ doping appears to be less stabilizing, 340 

with LDH 4 having one of the least negative ΔG°f. This also agrees with our prior work (Wu et 341 

al., 2019a; Wu et al., 2019b), and because the stability trend is opposite to the S°298.15 trend, we 342 

can conclude that the destabilization by increased iron doping is enthalpically driven. 343 

Implications 344 

By understanding the thermodynamic trends of these materials, we can isolate which 345 

features will most likely impact the stability and longevity of [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs. Our ΔG°f results 346 

agree with Wu et al. (2019b) that a small amount of dopant stabilizes the LDH, and this could 347 

give Fe-doped [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs a longer lifetime for commercial use. Water also seems to 348 

influence ΔG°f, though establishing a trend would require further study, and our heat capacity 349 

measurements show how the molar amount of water is not the only factor to consider. The 350 

transition-like anomaly in the heat capacity of LDH 3 indicates that the behavior of water is 351 

dependent on the both where the water is in the interlayer with respect to the anions and the 352 
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concentration of anions in the interlayer. Because previous studies have correlated water 353 

ordering and water retainment with lithium recovery efficiency, this phenomenon should be 354 

further studied. As a next step, one should explore the stability and water behavior of [Li-Al] 355 

LDHs with different water/anion ratios. These studies would also clarify the role of anions in 356 

stabilizing the LDH structure. Understanding the dynamics of the interlayer and how the water 357 

and anions affect the thermodynamics of LDHs is crucial for selecting 358 

the most stable LDH composition to be used as a sorbent for Li+ extraction from geothermal 359 

brines and other aqueous sources. Such data will also further elucidate the formation of LDH 360 

phases in the geothermal and aqueous geochemical environment.    361 
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 484 

Figure 1.  Experimental molar heat capacity and fitted curves from 0 to 300 K for the LDH 1, 485 

LDH 2, LDH4, and LDH 5. In this figure, the LiCl secondary phase has been subtracted off the 486 

measured heat capacity of LDH 1.  487 

 488 

Figure 2. Experimental molar heat capacity and fitted curves from 0 to 300 K for LDH 3. The 489 

LDH 3 heat capacity contains a transition above 200 K, and the fit line displayed here for LDH 3 490 

is an extrapolation of the lattice heat capacity calculated using Eq. 4 using the parameters for 491 

LDH 3 in Table S6. This fit does not account for the transition. 492 

 493 

Figure 3.  Experimental molar heat capacity and fitted curves below 10 K for the doped and 494 

undoped [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs. LDH 4 and LDH 5 exhibit Schottky anomalies below 2 K.  495 

 496 
Figure 4.  S°298.15 (J·K-1·mol-1) vs moles of water in the doped and undoped [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs. 497 

 498 

 499 
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Table 1. Composition and dissolution enthalpy of the LDH samples and the starting materials 501 

used to calculate the formation enthalpy calculations. 502 

Sample Composition 
Molecular 
weights  
(g·mol-1) 

TG weight 
loss% 

Li/Al 
ratio 

ΔHdissol 
(kJ·mol-1) 

LDH 1a.b LiAl2-
(OH)6Cl·3.20H2O·0.36LiCl 

271.31 41.14% 0.5 -214.25±1.01c 

LDH 2d Li1.03Al2(OH)6Cl1.03·2.47H2O 244.17 40.36% 0.51 -183.23±1.42 

LDH 3d Li0.73Al2(OH)6Cl0.73·2.06H2O 224.13 40.62% 0.37 -185.72±0.75 

LDH 4d.e Li0.57Fe0.44Al1.56(OH)6Cl0.57 
·1.11H2O 

212.86 34.85% 0.28 -174.14±0.58 

LDH 5a Li0.78Fe0.23Al1.77(OH)6Cl0.78 
·0.96H2O 

213.00 33.50% 0.39 -155.66±0.95 

Lithium 
chloride LiCl    -34.46±1.90 

Gibbsite γ-Al(OH)3    -101.37±0.46 

Goethite α-FeOOH    -43.44±0.95 

Water H2O    -0.54f 
a Sample reported in Wu et al., 2019b. 503 
b Secondary phase (LiCl) is taken into consideration in this paper which was neglected in Wu et 504 

al., 2019b.  505 
c The LiCl secondary phase has been subtracted off for the ΔHdissol of LDH 1.  506 
d Sample reported in Wu et al., 2019a. 507 
e Composition was wrongly reported in Wu et al., 2019a and is rectified in this paper; the 508 

corresponding ΔH°f was calculated.  509 
f Calculated from Parker, 1965. 510 

 511 

Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters from binary oxides for [Li-Al-Cl] LDHs at T = 298.15 K. 512 

 513 

LDH 
ΔH°f,ox 

(kJ·mol-1) 

ΔS°f,ox 

(J·K-1·mol-1) 

ΔG°f,ox 

(kJ·mol-1) 

S°vib 

(J·K-1·mol-1) 

S°config 

(J·K-1·mol-1) 

S°298.15  

(J·K-1·mol-1) 

LDH 1 -79.40±2.79 -255.82±5.38 -3.13±2.79 269.20±5.38 19.17 288.37±5.38 

LDH 2 -111.06±2.96 -232.35±4.90 -41.78±2.96 245.19±4.90 17.32 262.51±4.90 

LDH 3 -97.99±2.70 -172.64±5.03 -46.25±2.70 251.38±5.03 24.48 275.86±5.03 

LDH 4 -69.49±3.63 -146.84±3.87 -25.72±3.63 192.85±3.86 40.46 233.31±3.86 

LDH 5 -111.39±3.71 -157.61±3.68 -64.40±3.71 183.57±3.69 37.22 220.74±3.67 

 514 
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Figure 1516 
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Figure 2 519 
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